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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This thesis is concerned with a scenic and lighting
design for Texas Tech's Laboratory Theatre production of One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, by Dale Wasserman, that is
based on the novel of the same name by Ken Kessey.

The

production was performed on November 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24
of 1986.

The show was designed, built, rehearsed, and

presented in the laboratory theatre space within the time
frame of seven weeks.
A stage designer's function is to create an environment
for the action of the play.

This environment should be made

up of visual elements which combine to create for the
audience a visual effect "which makes this performance an
occasion and this occasion has its own characteristic
quality, its own atmosphere...."!

It must communicate an

atmosphere or mood or feeling about the play before the
actors ever speak.
The Problem
The problem was to design scenery, properties, and
lights in the laboratory theatre space at Texas Tech

1 Robert Edmond Jones, The Dramatic Imagination
(Theatre Arts Books, 1941), p. 70.

University and to design within the limits of space, budget,
time, and manpower allocated to this production of One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest.
Analysis of The Problem
The construction of the new lab theatre facility at
Texas Tech University created new opportunities and
challenges for the designers.

It allowed the lab

productions access to thrust staging as a normal convention
rather than a modification of the proscenium arch stage at
Texas Tech.
problems.

Inherent in thrust staging are certain
Because the audience is seated on three sides of

the stage, sightline consideration becomes of less
importance but the nearness of the audience requires a
greater attention to craftsmanship.

In terms of lighting,

thrust staging increases the number of instruments necessary
to light an acting area.

Instead of one instrument or two,

three or four are required.
Within this working space the designer must achieve and
provide for the requirements of the script, the director,
good scene design, good lighting design, and the designer's
own concept of the play.

The presentation of One Flew Over

the Cuckoo's Nest in this space created a number of problems
which the designer had to solve to his own satisfaction and
that of the director.

These solutions had to consider the

limitations of budget, material, work force, and shop space.

Definition of Terms
Design:

A process followed by the designer in the

creation of a stage setting utilizing the elements of design
and principles of composition.
Blocking:

Stage movement by the actor created by the

director in his interpretation of the plays action.
Designer Plans:

Mechanical drawings, scaled for

exactness, representing the setting.

They include ground

plans, side section, and elevations.
Designer sketches:

Colored perspective drawing showing

the proposed setting.
Downstage, Upstage, Stage Right, and Stage Left:

Areas

of the stage, downstage being toward the audience, upstage
away from the audience, and stage left and stage right being
the actor's right and left when facing the audience.

On a

thrust stage all stage directions are on a center line
projected from the backstage wall toward the center section
of the audience.
Lighting:

The illumination of a stage setting by the

designer for visibility and to reinforce the action and mood
of a play.
Grid:

A pipe network of four feet by four feet squares

located over the stage in the lab theatre space at Texas
Tech University for the purpose of hanging lighting
instruments.

Properties:

Anything used by the actors, except the

costumes, which are not part of the permanent setting.

This

includes hand props such as weapons, flashlights, logbooks,
or glassware, and set props such as furniture or wall
decorations.
Stage Setting:

An environment created to serve the

action and mood of the play through the use of scenery,
properties, and lighting.
Thrust Staging:

A staging arrangement where the

audience is seated on three sides of the stage with the
fourth side being used for elements of scenery or
architectural background and furnishing any backstage area.
Procedures
The working procedures followed in the design,
lighting, and construction of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest are listed below.

The items listed did not always

occur in order but often occurred
I.

simultaneously.

The designer reads the script.
A.

The designer notes his initial impressions
of the script.

B.

The designer makes notes of the basic
requirements of the script:

Entrances,

exits, furniture and other items stated in
the script.
C.

The designer makes rough initial floor plan
and thumbnail sketches of his ideas.

II.

The designer and director meet for the initial
conference on the design.
A.

The director presents his interpretation of
the script.

B.

The designer and director consider style of
presentation for the production.

C.

The designer and the director discuss
options of locale, time period, and the
passage of time within the confines of the
script.

III.

The designer and the director discuss special
technical demands of the script.
A.

The amount of space needed for movement and
the action is noted.

B.

The change from the day room to the shock
scene is discussed.

C.

Any special effects used in the script are
noted and discussed.

D.

The use of any sound effects are noted and
discussed.

IV.

The limitations of the performance space are
considered by the designer.
A.

The space limitation of the stage is
considered with regard to the amount of
space needed for movement, action, and
setting.

B.

Sightline problems from the side section of
the lab theatre are considered for planning
of the action.

C.

The limitations of the lighting system are
considered in regard to special lighting
requirements.

D.

The limitations of the sound system are
considered with regard to the execution of
sound effects required.

V.

The limitations of the production schedule are
examined and a time schedule is prepared.
A.

Time available for construction of the
stage setting is considered.

B.

Personnel available and their skills are
considered.

C.

The availability of stock materials and
properties is taken into account.

D.

The budget limitations are examined and a
preliminary budget is prepared.

VI.

Preliminary research is done on setting
and properties.
A.

Pictorial research into the appearance of
a mental institution of the time period
is completed.

B.

Research of the general architectural
features of the time period is done.

C.

Research into the background of the play's
creation and previous productions is done.

VII.

Preliminary scale drawings and sketches are
done by the designer.
A.

The designer completes a preliminary
working ground plan.

B.

The designer completes preliminary
sketches .

C.

The designer considers preliminary color
choices.

VIII.

The designer, the director, the technical
director, and the University Designer meet to
discuss preliminary floor plan and sketches.
A.

The designer presents preliminary
floor plans and sketches to the production
staff .

B.

The advantages and the disadvantages of
each preliminary design is discussed.

C.

The designer and the director decide on one
of the preliminary designs.

D.

The designer, technical director, and the
University Designer discuss the feasibility
of the stage setting.
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IX.

The designer completes drawings for the stage
setting.
A.

The finalized ground plan and side section
are drawn in one-half inch scale.

B.

The final sketch is completed.

C.

A color rendering of the stage setting is
generated .

X.

A meeting of the designer, technical director,
director, and University Designer is held to
approve the finalized stage setting design.

XI.

The construction of the stage setting under the
supervision of the technical director and the
designer is begun.
A.

The designer and the technical director
complete work drawings in one-half inch
scale .

B.

Stock materials and properties that can be
used for the production are pulled from
storage by the technical director and
properties master.

C.

The construction of the walls is completed
by the carpentry crew under the supervision
of the technical director.

D.

The finding, borrowing, and construction of
special properties is completed by the
properties master.

E.

The stage setting is painted by the scenic
artist and paint crew.

F.

The stage setting is assembled on the
stage.

G.

The hanging, plugging, and focusing of the
lighting is completed by the lighting crew
and the master electrician.

H.

The floor for the stage setting is
installed on the stage floor, then painted
and finished by the paint crew and scenic
artist.

XII.

The designer, director, and technical director
meet to discuss technical and dress rehearsals
and have an on-paper technical rehearsal.
A.

Problems of scene shifting are resolved.

B.

The special effects and their use are cued
into the script.

C.

The sound effects are timed and written
into the stage manager's script.

D.

The use of properties are discussed for
potential problems and damage to borrowed
items.

E.

The on-paper technical rehearsal is
completed.

XIII.

The technical and dress rehearsals are
completed.
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A.

The designer and director set preliminary
lighting and sound levels and cues.

B.

Solutions to problems which arise are
found.

C.

The final touches are completed by the
designer, the technical director, the
properties master, and the scenic artist.

XIV.
XV.

The performances are completed.
The production is struck.
A.

Salvageable materials and properties are
returned to storage.

B.

Borrowed items are returned.

C.

The production's lighting is struck and the
stock instruments returned to storage.
Form of the Thesis

The information compiled in this thesis is reported in
the following manner.
Chapter I.

The introduction, presentation of the

problem, the analysis of the problem, a definition of terms,
the procedure of the design process, and the format of the
thesis is discussed.
Chapter II.

The requirements of good scene design,

good lighting design, this director, and the script are
discussed as well as the limitations of the producing
facility.
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Chapter III.

The solutions to the design problem are

discussed.
Chapter IV.

The execution of the design, including

construction, lighting, painting and sound effects are
reported.
Chapter V.

A summary and evaluation of the design

problem by the designer and the University Theatre Designer
are presented.
Appendix.

This section contains reproductions of the

colored sketch, the ground plan, the side section, the
elevations, and the working drawings as well as production
photographs referred to in the text.

CHAPTER II
REQUIREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM
Before the design problem of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest can be solved, a thorough understanding of the
requirements of good scene design and good lighting design
is necessary.

Furthermore a detailed analysis of the

requirements of the script and of the director's needs
should be done.

Also a detailed understanding of the

limitations of the producing facility is required.

The

understanding of the requirements and limitations is the
first step in the process of creating an unique and exciting
solution to the design problem.
Requirements of Scene Design
The requirements of good scene design which act as
guidelines for the designer in his creation of the stage
setting have been presented by Arnold Gillette as:
1.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

setting must be expressive
of the play, its mood, and spirit,
of the historical period of the play,
of the nation or country where the
action is held,
of the locality or part of the country
where the action is centered,
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e.

2.

3.

of the strata o f society from
which the chara cters are chosen,
f . of the season, of the- year.
The setting must be based on the elements of
good composition: The arrangement and the
adjustment of color , line, form, and mass for
the sake of harmony , sequence, and balance.
The setting must be practicable
a. It must meet th e needs of the
director's plan ned stage business,
b. It must be serv iceable to the actors who
use it.
c. It must meet th e technical demands for the
production: Ra pid construetion,easy
shifting, and p roper storage,
d. Its cost must f all within the limit of an
established bud get . 1

Of the requirements of good scene design, two require
further attention, expressing the mood of the play and the
action of the play.
When a designer considers the mood of a play, he is
seeking to create a dominate atmosphere or feeling about the
play.

When mood is used properly it evokes a particular

state of mind or emotional response from the audience.

The

designer should be aware that mood is not a static quality
of the play.

It is a dynamic quality, changing with the

action of the play.

The stage setting should be capable of

reflecting this dynamic quality.
Understanding the actio'n of the play refers to more
than the actors movement on the stage.
out of the conflict within a play.

Action is derived

The conflict will help

describe the action as violent, as in MacBeth or as

1 A.S. Gillette, An Introduction to Scene Design (Ne'
York: Harper and Row, 1967), p. 31.
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intellectual as in Miller's Death of a Salesman.

The

designer needs to be aware of the relationship between the
action and the mood of the play.

A change in one will

affect the perception of the other.
The final result of scene design is to present a well
designed stage setting that creates an environment which
contributes to the action, mood, and spirit of the play, and
communicates to the audience the particular mood or
atmosphere capable of reflecting the dynamic and unique
qualities of the play.
Requirements of Lighting Design
Good lighting design is "the creative use of
illumination to enhance the spectator's understanding and
appreciation of a theatrical production."^
Lighting is the tool used by the designer to tie all of
the various elements of the stage picture into a unified
visual whole.

The requirements of good lighting design are

based upon an understanding of the four controllable
properties of light and their use in fulfilling the four
objectives of stage lighting.

Richard Pilbrow in his book

Stage Lighting lists the controllable properties as:
Intensity, color, distribution, and movement. ~>
2 Michael Gillette Jr., Designing with Light (Palo
Alto, Ca.: Mayfield Publishing Co., 1978), p. 3.
3 Richard Pilbrow, Stage Lighting (New York: Drama Book
Publishers, 2nd ed., 1976), p. 13.
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The intensity of light can be controlled though the use
of a dimmer, the quantity of lights focused on an acting
area, or diffusion material in front of the light.

The

control of the intensity allows a designer to lighten or
darken the stage.

To control the relative radiant or

shadowy quality of the scene.
The color of light is controlled through the use of a
color filter or gel being placed in front of the lighting
instrument.

The designer must also be concerned with

possible combinations of different colored lights and their
reaction with each other and the pigments in costumes and
scenery.
stage.

Colored light also has an emotional impact on
The audience can associate color with an emotion or

emotional situation; for example red and amber have been
associated with violence, blues and greens with peaceful
idyllic scenes.

Of course this is a generalization, the

designer will have to choose the color carefully, matching
the color to the production and the atmosphere he is trying
to create.
The distribution of light refers to a control of the
direction from which the light falls on the stage setting
and a control of the shape of the beam of light.
of light can be shaped in many ways.

The beam

It can be square,

trapezoidal, round, or project a pattern though the use of a
gobo.

The shape of light can also have a hard edge or a

soft edge depending on the focus of the instrument.
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Movement in light is a change in intensity, color, or
distribution.

By altering any of the controllable

properties, the lighting will respond and change the visual
picture of the stage.
The control of these four properties of light allow the
designer to fulfil the four objectives of stage lighting.
Pilbrow lists these objectives as selective visibility,
revelation of form, composition, and mood.^
Visibility is the most important of the objectives of
stage lighting design.

The lighting designer is aware that

"each member of the audience must be able to see clearly and
correctly those things that he is intended to see."-'
Selective visibility is the choice the designer makes
to control the attention or focus of the audience through
the control of what they see.

The focus on stage will be

where the light is brightest or where the greatest contrast
between light and dark exists.
Revelation of form is the three dimensional modeling of
shapes on stage through the use of light.

Modeling is

accomplished through the use of more than one lighting
instrument focused on an object from different directions.
The light will flow around the form giving it a dimensional
contour revealing the shape of it.

^ Ibid . , p . 14 .
''Ibid., p. 16.
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The objective of composition in good stage lighting is
the integration by the designer of the lighting, the
setting, and the actors to create a well composed visual
picture.

This picture unlike painting and sculpting is a

dynamic changing image because it exists in space and in
time.

The lighting moves from moment to moment within the

play creating new visual images or pictures as the action or
mood changes.
The final objective or requirement of good stage
lighting is mood.

It involves the creation of an atmosphere

or feeling about the play through the use of light.

This

creation of mood is accomplished by using the controllable
qualities of light after having achieved the first three
requirements or objectives of good stage lighting.
The understanding of the controllable qualities of
light, i.e., intensity, distribution, color, and movement,
are necessary to achieve the requirements of visibility,
revelation of form, composition, and mood.
Requirements of the Script
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest requires three scenes
for the stage setting;

A dayroom of a mental hospital, the

shock therapy room of the mental hospital, and a location
for Chief Bromden's mental flashbacks.

The majority of the

action takes place in the day room of a state run mental
hospital located on the west coast of the United States.
The day room of a mental hospital is the location in a ward
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where patients meet to socialize, receive medication, and
pass the time waiting to be cured.

The script requires that

the day room not only be used during the day must also be
used at night.

There are four entrances to the day room:

One from the latrine, another from the main corridor of the
hospital that has a door which stays locked, another from
the dormitory where the patients sleep, and a window which
is locked and has bars or a grating over it but must be
capable of being unlocked and opened.

Also in the day room,

but not an entrance to the room, is a storage closet with a
practical door on it.

The closet must be large enough for

Chief Bromden to hide in.

Located in the day room is the

nurse's station, an inclosed area that is architecturally
part of the room but visually a separate area.

The nurses

watch the day room through glass panels and are separated
from it.

Connected to the nurse's station is a power box

which contains all the power, communications, and alarm
systems of the nurse's station and the ward.
must be capable of being ripped up.

The power box

The script also

required certain furnishings within the room.

There must be

a table and at least five chairs where the patients play
cards or other games.

A television controlled by the nurses

in the nurse's station, a log book for the patients to write
in and log book stand, and various hand properties were also
required .
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The shock therapy scene required a table or bed on
which to strap patients and a shock therapy machine or
device.
The scenes of Chief Bromden's flashbacks require no
specific location in terms of the stage setting, but the
script suggests that the stage action stop during them.
The script also calls for numerous sound effects of
music, voices, and background noises.
Requirements of the Director
The director's requirements of One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest consisted of the use of the physical
environment of the script in terms of entrances and exits.
The director wanted to find a way to bring the audience into
the world of the play, to bring them into the day room as if
they were also patients.

The idea was proposed to use the

laboratory theatre lighting and sound control booth as part
of the playing environment, but the idea was found to be
infeasible.

The director also wanted to use as many of the

sound effects as possible to assist in involving the
audience in the action the day room.
Limitations of the Producing Facility
The Texas Tech Laboratory Theatre is a thrust staging
convention with an audience seating capacity of ninety-nine.
The stage is twenty-two feet deep from the backwall to the
front edge of the stage.

It is nineteen feet from stage
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right to stage left, measuring across the thrust.

There is

an upstage section of the stage which opens wider to forty
feet.

Not all of the space is usable since the seats come

past the opening.

There is no fly space and little

side-stage space, there is however a lighting grid located
above the thrust section of the stage.
eighteen feet above the stage floor.

This grid is
It is constructed of

two inch diameter pipe in squares four feet by four feet.
The grid covers only the stage.

The upstage area of the

stage contains three pipes running across the stage for
hanging positions.

The lab theatre space has four

entrances, one on each side of the up stage area leading to
other parts of the University Theatre, an entrance down
stage right though which the audience enters the theatre
from the lobby, and an emergency exit door located down
stage left.

Also a lighting catwalk position is located

above the seating and behind the audience and runs around
the stage on three sides from stage right to stage left.

At

the time of this production there were no curtains in the
lab theatre space.

A traveler and teaser have since been

installed within this space.
Lighting in the lab theatre is controlled by a two
scene preset lighting control board, with twenty-four, two
point four kilowatt SCR dimmers.

The major limitation of

the lab theatre is the lack of circuits over the stage in
the lighting grid.

The lab theatre lighting system contains
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forty-four circuits and of these only twelve are located in
the grid.
The sound system in the lab theatre consists of two
reel-to-reel tape recorders, an eight channel input four
channel output mixer, and four speaker amplifiers.

The

sound system was being installed during the construction
period so it was questionable if it would be ready in time.
The production schedule allowed seven weeks for
construction and rehearsals.

The work day for the

construction period was 1:30 P. M. to 5:30 P. M. Monday
though Friday.

There was also a Saturday workcall scheduled

where the cast and crews worked together, it ran from 9:00
A. M. to 6:00 P. M.

The technical rehearsals for the

production were begun on the Saturday before the Thursday
night opening.
The work force of the production consisted of staff
members assigned to the lab theatre productions and crews
from the theatre classes.

The technical staff consisted of

a technical director, master electrician, properties master,
and scenic artist.

Staff members from the mainstage

productions would assist in the lab theatre as long as it
did not interfere with their main stage responsibilities.
The crews from the theatre classes varied widely in their
knowledge of scenery construction and lighting skills.
of the staff and crews were students who had other

All
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responsibilities, including the designer who was master
electrician on the mainstage.
The budget for the production was originally set at
$500.00, but after $100.00 was allocated to publicity the
production budget was cut to $400.00.

This budget was to

include all scenery, lighting, properties, and costumes.
After examination of the budget and the preliminary design,
it was decided the play could be done without compromising
the requirements of good design.

CHAPTER III
SOLUTIONS TO THE DESIGN PROBLEM
The solutions and their relationship to the facility
and the world of the play are discussed in this chapter.
After analyzing the requirements of the play, reviewing the
limitations of the facility, considering the requirements of
the director, instructing the technical staff, and examining
the reference material; the designer develops a concept for
the play.

Using this concept, the information gathered, the

requirements of good scene design, the requirements of good
lighting design and his creative abilities; solutions to the
design problem are generated.
Designer's Concept
The major action of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest is
the conflict between Nurse Rachit and R. P. McMurphy.

The

force of R. P. McMurphy's personality contradicts the
inflexible, immovable presence of Nurse Rachit.
the basis of the concept:

This forms

The irresistible force meets the

immovable object and the result of their meeting on the
environment of the day room.

Although the concept of the

play concerns the conflict of the two main characters, there
exists an alternate action concerning McMurphy's sacrifice
for Chief Bromden and the other patients of the day room.
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McMurphy gave the patients hope against the oppressive and
rigidly controlled environment in which they lived.
McMurphy was an individual put in a situation where he could
not win, but stayed to help his friends knowing it would
cost him his life.

The decision was made, in early meetings

with the director, that a realistic approach would be taken
towards the play.

The design would reflect a mental

hospital built after the war in the late 1940's or early
1950's.

This choice was made purely for an architectural

starting point, since the designer and the director felt
that the play should not be located in an exact time frame.
However, the environment of the play should reflect the
quality of mental hospitals as though the passage of time
nor the exactness of time is not important.

The day room

exists in a separate time frame independent of the outside
world.
The separation of the day room from the outside world
should be communicated to the audience the moment they enter
the theatre.

The design solution should reflect the feeling

of the audience being in the day room with the action,
keeping the aesthetic distance between the audience and the
actors to a minimum.

There would be times when actors would

be within inches of the audience but would not see them.
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The Floor Plan
The floor plan is the first step in the solution to the
design problem of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.

In the

development of the floor plan the designer assumes the role
of director temporarily.

It is important that the floor

plan be workable and viable for a number of reasons.

First,

much of the blocking is dependant upon the relationships
between furniture, entrances, and architectural elements.
Sightline considerations are also worked out though the
floor plan, as are scene shifting and off stage storage
problems.

The feasibility of the setting in terms of room

size, furnishings, entrances, and architectural elements is
understood and worked though.

The floor plan is the

blueprint from which the production is raised; controlling
all aspects of the production.
The size of the stage in the lab theatre and the lack
of backstage space, led to the decision to create only the
setting of the dayroom.

The shock therapy scene and Chief

Bromden's flashbacks would be accomplished though the use of
light and stage properties.
The nurse's station is an important element in the
design of the floor plan.

It is a position from which Nurse

Rachit controls every aspect of the patient's lives.

The

nurse's station was placed upstage with its stage right
upstage corner being placed only one foot from the back
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stage wall.

The nurse's station was placed on a rake from

upstage right to down stage left, with the down stage left
corner being four feet six inches from the back stage wall.
It was also placed on the centerline of the stage to give it
prominence and focus in the stage setting.

The station was

placed on a six inch high platform that was a rectangle five
feet by ten feet with the long side going across the stage.
The height of the platform gave the nurses the subtle
advantage of looking down on the patients.

The five foot by

ten foot area of the platform allowed for natural movement
and actions within the nurse's station and room for all the
properties required.
The placement of the nurse's station was used as the
starting point for the walls of the stage setting.

From the

stage left end of the nurse's station the setting continued
upstage until contacting the backstage wall of the
laboratory theatre.

The setting, from that point, ran down

stage at a rake until it contacted a six foot wide return at
the left edge of the stage opening.

Located in this wall

was a door for the closet and an opening for the latrine.
The closet was located up stage of the latrine entrance.
The stage right wall ran from a six foot return on the far
right edge of the stage, up stage to the backstage wall,
turning stage left until it connected with the upstage
corner of the nurse's station.

Located in this wall was the

doorway to the main corridor of the hospital, which was

required to be a practical door.

This wall was also large

enough for one of the actors to crucify himself on it.
Having located the closet, the latrine and the hospital
corridor, two other entrances were required. These consisted
of an entrance from the patient's dormitory and the window
which lead to the outside world.

This window would have to

be a practical entrance to allow the girls for the party in
and to allow Chief Bromden out for his escape.

These

requirements were met by using the lobby entrance to the
theatre, downstage right, as the dormitory entrance after
the audience was seated, and the window was located across
from the aisle which leads to the emergency exit of the
theatre downstage left.
Finally, to help expand the space, a floor treatment
was designed which resembled terrazzo tile.

The terrazzo

tile would cover all of the elevated stage space and run off
the edge of the stage onto the carpet of the auditorium.
The floor treatment was laid eighteen inches out from the
facing of the stage.

This left approximately six inches of

space between the knees of the audience and the acting
space.

The floor treatment started at the stage right

return then ran down stage to the dormitory entrance and
five feet up the aisle toward the doors from the lobby.

The

treatment then continued across the front of the stage to
the downstage support of the window where it was terminated.
The floor was laid in four foot square blocks on a
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perpendicular to the front of the nurse's station.

In those

areas where a four foot square could not be laid, the block
was cut to fit.

To assist in tying the floor and the walls

together, the terrazzo floor curved up the walls to a height
of four inches to make a mop board.
The design of the floor plan met the requirement of
the director to have the audience in the action of the play
through the use of a floor treatment which went out into the
audience and through the use of the off stage doors.

By

using the emergency exit door and the auditorium doors the
audience felt the actors were around them when making
entrances and exits.
The Elevations
The realistic approach to the stage setting required
the construction of walls.
twelve feet in height.

The walls were designed to be

In the intimacy of the lab theatre

this made the walls appear large and made the audience
member feel as if he was in the day room upon entering the
auditorium.

The walls were large expansive flat areas as

were used in mental hospitals.

There was only the four inch

high mop board at floor level and a simple dimensional four
inch rail at the top of the walls.

Door heights were seven

feet in height. The main door from the hospital corridor was
a three foot wide entrance and the others were two foot six
inch wide doors.

Also included was a diamond mesh pattern

set into the window of the hospital corridor door.
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The nurse's station was an enclosed structure with
sliding glass windows on three sides.

The upstage wall of

the nurse's station held a medicine cabinet and wall mounted
control center for television and stereo.

On the stage

right end of the nurse's station was the door entering it.
This door was a two foot six inch door with glass in the
upper half.

The windows of the nurse's station were sliding

glass and were three foot six inches off the floor to six
foot six inches high.

The windows ran around the nurse's

station on the front and stage left side, this gave a high
visibility to the action going on in the nurse's station as
well as allowing better visibility to the audience seated to
the stage right of the stage.
To help maintain the illusion of realism, backing flats
were placed behind the closet, the latrine archway, and the
entrance from the main corridor of the hospital.
Since the window was situated on the front edge of the
stage, it was necessary that its size be kept to a minimum.
This allowed the audience visibility of the action.

It was

mounted on two square steel tubing legs bolted to the front
edge of the stage.
created.

A large rectangular frame was then

A smaller rectangle was set inside with hinges

connecting it to the larger frame.

The casement window was

designed to swing out toward the audience.
The television for the day room was suspended over the
audience down right.

This was to create more space on the
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stage floor and to have the actors look out over the
audience's heads while watching television.

This allowed

the audience to watch the faces of the actors during the
pretend baseball game to frustrate Nurse Rachit.
The colors of the stage setting were cool to represent
the institutional feeling.

The base coat of the walls was

of a cool light green and gray.

They were darker at the top

becoming lighter at the bottom.

To separate the space of

the latrine, the backing flat was to represent a wainscoting
of tile of a cream color or off white.

The floor of the day

room was to be an off white terrazzo with dark blue, green
and gold flecks of stone in it.
The Properties
The properties in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest were
an integral part of the production.

The power box located

on the floor at the front of the nurse's station is a symbol
for the power of the nurse's station.
lift it, but fails.

McMurphy attempts to

Chief Bromden successfully lifts the

power box, tearing it loose, which deprives the nurse's
station of its power, both literally and symbolically.

The

power box was wired with a flashpot to create sparks when it
was torn loose.
There is a log book in which the patients write about
what each other says and does.

The log book is used in

group meetings by Nurse Rachit to control and demoralize the
patients.
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It is her spy, communicating what the patients are doing
when she is not around.

The log book was a large black

volume placed on a stand directly downstage of the nurse's
station.
The privilege of watching television was a carrot used
by the nurses to assist in controlling the patients.

The on

stage area did not allow for a television cabinet and
research had shown wall mounted televisions in institutional
situations.

The design solution was to hang the television

from the grid over the audience's heads, but required
construction of a special bracket.

This allowed greater

visibility of the stage and of the action for the audience.
The shock therapy scene required a bed or table on
which to strap down a patient.

To allow ease of movement on

and off stage a hospital gurney was chosen and modified to
furnish a solution.
therapy device.

Also required in the scene is a shock

The solution for this property was a small

black metal box with wires coming from it which clamped onto
the patients head.
of the gurney.

The device was mounted on the head rest

This allowed ease of shifting on and off

stage for the scene.

The device also would have the

necessary switches and knobs to make it convincing.
The furniture chosen for the production was metal to
allow for the action.

This allowed enough strength for the

rough treatment the director had blocked.

The use of metal

furniture also gave an institutional feeling to the stage
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setting.

The furniture was of a grey metal frame with gray

or green covered seats and backs.
Other properties of the stage setting included small
hand properties and set dressing.

All of the properties of

the stage setting were chosen or designed to have an
institutional feeling or look.

The colors chosen were cool

grays, greens, and blues with warmer colors being added in
the properties as McMurphy's influence was felt.
The Lighting
The concept of the lighting design was a cool
controlled environment into which McMurphy brings the warmth
of living.

This was achieved through the use of a stage

look of a bright cool quality of light which changes as the
action progresses to a warmer quality of light.

It is

necessary that the lighting design be able to show movement
through the day scenes and the night scenes as well in the
dayroom.
As stated previously, the other two scenes, the shock
therapy and Chief Bromden special was to be accomplished
through the use of lighting.

The lighting effect used was

to be a tightly controlled area of light using no color.
This gave these scenes a totally different quality from the
day room.
The lighting of a thrust stage requires a minimum of
three instruments per acting area.

It is necessary have one

stage left of the actor, one downstage

of the actor, and
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one stage right of the actor to accomplish a well lighted
acting area.

To add the feeling of warmth to the stage

setting, the lighting instruments on the stage left would be
double hung.

Double hanging a lighting position is to hang

two instruments on the same side and focused on the same
acting area with different colors of gel.
The stage was divided into fifteen acting areas with
only the areas located on the thrust double hung.

The

availability of lighting instruments made it necessary to
light the upstage area with only two lighting instruments.
Care also had to be taken not to light the walls from the
side.

Side light shows up the imperfections in stage flat

construction.

The nurse's station being an inclosed box was

lighted from instruments which were set mounted on the
upstage side of the downstage

wall of the nurse's station.

The color choice in the nurse's station was to remain
unchanged because of the limitations in lighting
instruments .
To capture the feeling of the night scene the
overall stage illumination was to be dropped, in combination
with shafts of light from the hallway and the latrine that
would flood in through the window of the door and through
the archway.
turned out.

In hospitals, these types of lights are never
The nurse's station would also retain a small

g low to reflect the power of Nurse Rachit which is always
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present.

The only moment when the nurse's station would be

dark is when the power box is ripped from the floor.
To create an intimacy in the night scenes, a shaft of
light shuttered to the window frame was to be introduced.
The color of the light was to suggest the outdoors and
moonlight.

The light although cool like the day lighting

was to be of a different quality, just as fluorescent is to
moonlight, both produce cool qualities of light, but each
produces a different feeling.

This light symbolizes the

outside world when the nurses and the orderlies are gone.
The shock therapy scene was a moment in the show where
the action communicates the seriousness of the situation
which McMurphy is in.

The intensity of the moment is shown

through the use of a single light source to illuminate the
action.

McMurphy and Chief Bromden are circled with light

while the remainder of the cast circles them symbolically.
During the shock treatment the illumination is cross faded
slowly to an instrument tightly focused on McMurphy's head.
As the tension of the moment increases, the lighting
intensity grows, until the moment when the shock is
administered.

At this moment the illumination is full.

The

brilliant shaft of light reflects the pain the actor is in
before the stage goes black.
Chief Bromden's flashbacks were the internal thoughts
and feelings he could not communicate or was afraid to
communicate.

To show these actions the director blocked two
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areas on stage where they occurred.

To show the isolation

of the Chief and his thoughts illumination was placed
directly over his head in each of the two areas.

The beam

of light was shaped to the width of the actor's shoulders.
This gave the Chief focus, but by not being able to see his
face clearly, attention was paid to his voice coming over
the speakers.
Included

in the lighting design was a pyrotechnic

effect which was to go off when the Chief lifts the power
box.

Care has to be taken to insure the safety of the

actor.
House lights were controlled by the lighting board
operator located

in the booth.

The Sound

Effects

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest required a tight
integration of sound and action.

The most important sound

effects were Chief Bromden's mental flashbacks.
effects contained
understanding

These sound

the information needed to give audience

to the character.

By having the voice on tape

the audience was given the impression of listening to the
Chief's mind.

With each of the flashbacks came background

noises to assist in the creation of the atmosphere of the
moment.

Battle sounds, waterfalls, machinery, and

explosions all had to be found or created
flashbacks .

to mix into the
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Other sound effects needed for the production were
music, alarm bells, and electrical explosions.

A microphone

for the nurse to call the patients for group meetings and
medication, required sound reinforcement as well.

CHAPTER IV
EXECUTION OF THE DESIGN
With the completion of the design solutions, the
construction of the stage setting became the responsibility
of the technical staff of the Texas Tech Laboratory Theatre.
This chapter deals with the execution of the design
solutions and problems which arose during construction and
how they were solved.
Construction of the Setting
The first step in the construction process was the
pulling of stock materials from storage.

It was discovered

that there were not enough twelve foot flats to construct
the walls of the stage setting.

The twelve foot flats from

storage were washed or resurfaced while construction of new
flatage was begun.

The first problem which arose was that

the upstage and downstage walls of the nurse's station would
not be able to fit through the doors of the lab theatre if
they were constructed in the shop space.

This necessitated

the construction and the painting of the walls on the stage
of the lab theatre.

Permission was granted for the

construction to take place on the stage but extreme care had
to be taken to protect the carpet and seats of the
auditorium.
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Three practical doors were required for the stage
setting.

One was found in stock and modified to fit on the

nurse's station.

The other two (for the corridor entrance

and the closet) were built for the production.
around the doors was of cut styrofoam.

The tri m

The styrofoam was

three quarters on an inch thick and two and one-half inches
wide.

The same trim was used around the windows and at the

top of the flats.
The exterior window was built from steel square tubing
that was in stock.

To determine the optimum height of the

window sill a lumber frame was nailed into the facing of the
stage.

The actresseses then attempted to climb through the

temporary window in costume.

It was discovered that in

costume there was difficulty in getting over the sill.
This was corrected by lowering the window sill on the plan
before it was constructed.
The area of the platform of the nurse's station was
designed to be five foot by ten foot.

Four by eight, two by

six, and two by eight foot platforms were pulled from stock
and assembled to create a platform ten foot by six foot.
The extra foot of width on the platform was run under the
upstage wall of the nurse's station and the extra height was
allowed for on the wall during construction.

The nurse's

station was the first unit assembled after the stage setting
was painted.
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Clear acrylic panels were put in for the windows.

The

windows were framed in dimensional lumber with slots cut in
the upper and lower pieces to allow the acrylic glass to
slide.

Only the downstage window had to slide during the

action, the rest were put in place but did not move.
interior of the nurse's station required masking.

The

The

nearness of the audience and the sightlines of the stage
made it possible for the audience to see the backsides of
the downstage right and left walls.

Small plugs were pulled

or constructed to be placed on those areas of the flats the
audience could see.

A shelf for holding properties was set

inside the nurse's station below the window on the backside
of the down stage wall.

A cabinet was set into the upstage

walls for properties with sliding doors installed on it.
The floor of the stage setting was one-eighth inch
masonite which was in storage from a previous production.
It was cut in four foot squares.

After painting the floor,

it was installed on perpendicular lines drawn from the front
of the nurse's station.

The floor was nailed down onto the

stage with small brads or nails.

Where the floor went out

into the house the masonite was put down with carpet tape.
Experiments were made to make sure the tape did not leave
residue on the carpet.
would not leave residue.

The first indications were that it
The pressure on the floor from the

actors and audience did leave residue and time had to be
taken after strike to clean off the residue.

A mop board
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was installed to turn the floor up onto the walls and give
the impression of terrazzo flooring.

This was accomplished

by cutting three quarter inch styrofoam in four inch wide
strips and hot gluing a quarter round cove molding to curve
the floor up the wall.
The furniture for the stage setting was metal furniture
from stock storage.

It was necessary to purchase more

chairs and try to locate a metal table for the production.
The chairs were located at Texas State Surplus Properties,
Lubbock, and were purchased.

Being unable to find a metal

table of the same style and of sufficient sturdiness for the
actors to stand on.

A wooden table from stock storage was

modified to resemble the style and painted the same gray
color .
The power box which was located on the front of the
nurse's station was built out of three-quarter inch plywood
and painted the same color as the walls.

Underneath the

power box was a platform built to fit the inside dimensions
of the power box.

Contained on this platform were

transformers, wiring, circuit boards, and other electrical
devices found in properties storage.

Hidden under the

electrical devices were two flashpots loaded with "Slow
Spark," a flash powder which gives off sparks which resemble
an electrical short.

The electrical junk above the

flashpots not only served as properties, but they were also
placed in such a way the protect the actor from the flash.
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The scene was rehearsed repeatedly with the actor to make
sure that when the flashpots went off the cover was between
his face and the flashpots.
A television was also used in the stage setting.

It

had originally been designed to hang off the lighting grid
over the audience's heads.
for the action.

This created too high an angle

To lower the television brought it too much

in prominence over the stage setting.

The solution was to

move the television and hang it on the lighting catwalk,
which is located further back.

This solution made the

action work better, but it set the television so far behind
the audience that the same effect could have been achieved
without it.

To support the television, a sound effect of

the baseball game was used although the television never had
a picture .
Painting of the Setting
After the construction of the flats, they were
assembled into walls through the use of hinges and
dutchmens.

The walls of the stage setting were base coated

in a solid color of a light green scene paint.

They were

then spattered in prussian blue scene paint with a garden
sprayer.

The spray was in a gradation of darker at the top

to lighter at the bottom.

A second spatter was done of a

yellow ochre from bottom to top in a graded spray.

This

broke up the large flat spaces, giving life to the walls and
keeping the focus at stage level.

Since all the moldings
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and trim were of dimensional material it was not necessary
to paint in highlights and shadows.

The moldings and trim

were painted the same as the walls.
After the masonite was cut into four foot squares it
was based in a white latex paint.

Both sides of the

masonite had to be painted to prevent warpage since
untempered masonite was used.

The next step was to splash

the base coated pieces with prussian blue latex paint.
Splashing is a technique of holding the brush over the
surface and gently waving it back and forth.

This technique

gives small spatters and splashes of an uneven consistency
which were desirable when creating a terrazzo floor.

A

second splash of french yellow ochre was applied over the
first.

The mop board was treated the same way.

The walls

were then erected and touch up painting was done.

The floor

was laid and it was discovered that an error had been made
and not enough flooring had been cut.

The decision was

made, because of the time limitation, to eliminate the
flooring outside in the hospital corridor and the latrine.
It was also necessary to cut down the amount that was used
on the carpeted areas.

After the floor was laid the cracks

were highlighted with pure yellow ochre to give the
impression of an expansion joint.
Lighting of the Setting
The lighting for One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest was
hung, plugged, and focused one week before the show went
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into technical rehearsals.
the production were:

The positions used for lighting

The front of house or lighting

catwalk, the lighting grid, set mounts in the nurse's
station, and two lighting trees; one located stage right and
one located stage left.
The lighting catwalk illumination from stage left was
double hung.

The color media used from this side was

Roscolux 09 and Roscolux 65.

The illumination to the front

of the stage and from stage right was Roscolux 60.

There

was hung in the catwalk a special lighting instrument for
the window which used Roscolux 70.

This instrument was used

for the night scenes.
The grid lighting positions followed the same system of
illumination.

The gel used from stage left was Roscolux 65

and from stage right was Roscolux 60.

Due to the limitation

in instruments, the grid could not be hung with the warmer
color of Roscolux 09.

Also located in the grid were the

instruments for the shock therapy scenes and the Chief
Bromden scenes.

There were two instruments set mounted in

the nurse's station containing Roscolux 65.
Finally, trees were located out of sightlines outside
the upstage entrances.

Each tree had one instrument on it

with Roscolux 08 used for the color.

The light was focused

through the window of the door stage right and on the
opening of the arch stage right.
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Because the action was so close to the audience, care
had to be taken when focusing to keep the light from the
barrel of the instrument out of the audience's eyes.
Sound Effects
Sound for the production was difficult to achieve.
The installation of a sound system in the lab theatre and on
the main stage was not complete by the time the production
went into the shop.

The Chief's flashbacks with the

background effects were kept to a minimum.
included:

These effects

The baseball television scene, preshow music, the

music referred to in Act I and in Act II, and the distant
alarm bells when the power box is torn up.

Other sound

effects required were an alarm bell controlled by the
nurse's station and a live microphone with its own amplifier
and speaker set in the nurse's station.

Sound was not of

the quality it could have been, but it was achieved.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND EVALUATIONS
The solution to the design problem for One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest worked well as a stage setting.

It

supported the action and mood of the script and of the
concept.
met.

Architectural plausibility and feasibility were

The lighting contributed to the overall production and

integrated well into the setting.
did not work well were:

Areas where the solutions

The sound, a couple of the

furniture properties which looked out of place, the
television hanging on the catwalk, and the craft in flat
construction.

The last item, the craftsmanship, probably

could have been helped by greater communication between the
designer and the technical director.

Another factor in the

craftsmanship of the production was the limitation of the
staff and shop space.

Two shows were in the shop at one

time and the staff was split between their duties as
designers and as staff members on the mainstage productions.
The stage setting functioned well as the environment of
the mental hospital; it met the requirements of the
director, and of the script.

It communicated to the

audience the feelings and moods of the day room and involved
them in the action of the play.

The atmosphere of the stage

setting changed with the action of the play.
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The solution to the design problem of One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest was successful in creating a unique
environment for the play.
The University Designer, Dr. Forrest A. Newlin, was
requested by the designer to comment and offer his
assessment and evaluations of the design solutions for this
production of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.
University Theatre Designer's
Evaluation and Assessment
Mark Ayers' Scenery and lighting designs for One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest were notable for at least two
reasons.

First it was the first realistic box set produced

in the new laboratory theatre at Texas Tech.

Second the

setting attempted to envelope the audience members and
involve them in the action of the play.
The realism was attempted through the construction of
as much realistic detail as possible in the box set interior
room(three-dimensional framing of door and window openings,
plexiglass substituted for glass windows, coved mop board at
the base of the walls, and onstage microphone with live
speaker and amplifier system, etc.).

Even though there was

no ceiling on the room and entrances were designed down the
aisles of the auditorium, the room seemed complete and its
quality of fluorescent made the reality almost scary.
The audience involvement began upon entering the
theatre, when patrons walked upon a floor treatment
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extension of the stage area, and continued through the
production as actors moved through the audience making
entrances and exits.

Likewise, throughout the performance,

the audience, by looking across the stage at fellow audience
members, were constantly reminded that they were in the same
room with the action of the mental hospital.

These two

aesthetics--realistic representation(of the fourth wall
removed) and audience involvement--are most often thought to
be diametrically opposed to each other and unable to
co-exist in the theatre.

However, in this production they

seemed to both aid the production and create a unified a
unified aesthetic involving the audience in such a way as to
intensify the action and the emotional impact of the action.
The open stage served the play well and permitted an
effective light plot to re-enforce the action, control the
degree of reality--the Chief Bromden special was unreal--and
advance the changing mood throughout the evenings
performance.
The problems lay largely with lack of budget, time and
workspace that forced compromises with the scenery, the
properties, and the special effects.

Budget did not permit

the purchase of furniture that might have been more
appropriate—the table, the bookcase, and the logbook stand.
Time did not permit construction of a more effective ceiling
moulding to terminate the top of the setting.
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And the scene shop was crowded with scenery construction of
King and I making it difficult to also construct "Cuckoo's
Nest."

If all construction could have been done in the

scene shop, still the access door required that pieces fold
in order to be moved to the Laboratory Theatre stage,
causing uneven walls where hinges were protruding through
the dutchman.
In my opinion the project was a truly successful one,
and served well to aid the education of all those students
involved.

It also produced a setting of great aid to the

director and the actors, by not only meeting the
requirements of the script and the director, but also
encouraging a dynamic, diagonal blocking pattern for the
show.

Forrest A. Newlin
Univ. Theatre Designer
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Figure 1. Photograph of the Rendering
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Figure 2. Photograph of the Stage Setting
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Figure 3. Photograph of the Dayroom
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Figure 4. Photograph of the Dayroom at Night
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Figure 5. Photograph of the Chief Bromden Special
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Figure 6. Photograph of the Ball Game
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Figure 7. Photograph of the Basketball Game
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Figure 8. Photograph of the Shock Treatment
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Figure 16. Instrument Schedule (A)
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Figure 17. Instrument Schedule (B)
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Figure 18 . Instrument Schedule (C)
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